WARNING
BEWARE OF UNDERGROUND SERVICES.
THE LOCATIONS OF UNDERGROUND SERVICES ARE
APPROXIMATE ONLY AND THEIR EXACT POSITION
SHOULD BE PROVEN ON SITE. NO GUARANTEE IS GIVEN
THAT ALL EXISTING SERVICES ARE SHOWN.
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PEDESTRIAN FENCE
SECTION ELEVATION

NOTES:
1. WHERE SHORTER PANELS ARE REQUIRED, CUT PANELS
   ADJACENT TO VERTICAL M 리스.
2. 2.1. CONCRETE STRENGTH GRADE N15.
2.2. TREAT SURFACE SMOOTH WITH F15 WEATHERING
3. EFFECTIVE TO LINE SHOWN ON CONTRACT DRAWING.
4. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETRES UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE

NOTE

Optional fixing method

1.5 x 1.5 LONG THREADED GAL ROD
USING VINYL METHACRYLATE REACTIVE ADHESIVE TO 1/2 CONCRETE
SAMPS CORNER TO FINISH CHAMFERED EDGES

"A.R.C POOL SAFETY FENCE"
OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT.